
Love 2 Learn Community,

June 23rd is Love 2 Learn’s 10th Annual Employee Appreciation party. Our event
committee (Singel, Fiorella, June, Javier, Jennifer, & Xuan) have planned a special
evening to commemorate how far we have come. When I opened Love 2 Learn 10 years
ago, my intention was to help a few families while living close to my parents and brother
who had all relocated to Huntington Beach. One client turned into two, one program
evolved into the next, and there is still so much more that our community desires. I feel
the same drive today that I did when I first began Love 2 Learn a decade ago.
 
10 years ago, Verbal Behavior was scarcely used in Maryland, where I lived, and even
less in Orange County. Children’s voices were put on extinction while therapists
robotically ran their trials. I don’t blame the therapists, I was one when I started and it was
what we were taught. I knew then, there had to be a better way of teaching.  
 
Luckily, when my mentor Dr. Kathy Niager asked me to research, learn, and create a
Verbal Behavior program for her company on the East Coast, I worked around the clock
to deliver my best. Verbal Behavior made sense to me immediately as a human, clinician,
and supervisor. Teaching through motivation makes sense; leading through motivation
makes even more sense. I use the same skills I learned, through Dr. Carbone, Dr.
Sundberg, Dr. Niager, and many more talented people who don’t have letters before or
after their name, in my role as the CEO of Love 2 Learn. Pairing, shaping, schedules of
reinforcement, competing motivate operations are simply yet very sophisticated skills our
science teaches us. 
 
Our work at Love 2 Learn continues to evolve utilizing this science. Destination
Exploration, Interest Based Social Skills, and many of our home programs are
phenomenal examples of Natural Environment Teaching. We are grateful to have a
multidisciplinary team of Behavior Analysts, Speech Pathologists, Occupational
Therapists, LCSWs, MFTs and now PhDs weighing into our clinical decisions and
directions. 
 
Love 2 Learn is situated to continue being innovators. We are grateful to you for coming
together, here on this journey with us. I hope to see all of you at our summer
appreciation party. We love to love on you! So come out and let us shower you with
gratitude and good connections.

Renee Suss Keisman, MAT, BCBA
Chief Executive Officer

MAY NEW HIRES

Welcome to the Team!

Sarah Faltas: BI Orange County
Rebecca Griego: BI Orange County

Monique Moses: BI San Diego
Elisa Lopez: BI Orange County

Adrine Gasimyan: BI Orange County
Ebony Pannell: BI Orange County



David Crampton: BI Orange County
Jazmine Patterson: BI San Diego

Bracy Simmons: BI San Diego
Angelica Aguirre: BI Orange County

Eric Angel: BI Orange County
Tamica Wilson: BI Orange County

Gino Veltri: BI Inland Empire
Liliana Barrios: BI Orange County
Barbara Chea: Insurance Assistant

EMPLOYEE HIGHLIGHTS

Love 2 Learn is grateful to have such amazing talent. Given our environment, we
understand sometimes you don't get to meet everyone on the team. This employee
highlight section is a chance to get to learn more about your colleagues each month. We
hope you learn something new and interesting about our wonderful team!

HAN TRINH

Behavior Interventionist
L2L Champion since March 2018

ABA/RELATED EXPERIENCE:
I had no prior ABA experience before
coming to L2L. I have my own tutoring
and music business that I have been
running since I got out of high school.

EDUCATION:
Bachelors of Science, University of
Phoenix

FIELD OF STUDY:
Human Services

MY FAVORITE ANIMAL:
Red Panda

MY FAVORITE FOOD:
Ramen

TO RELAX I:
Play musical instruments, sing, or go to a martial arts dojo to spar or practice form.

MY PASSIONS IN LIFE ARE:
“ Always being true to myself.
Being confident in my own judgment and decisions.
Empowering and helping others to be the best they can be.”

FIORELLA HURTADO

HR Talent Acquisition Coordinator
L2L Champion since April 2016

ABA/RELATED EXPERIENCE:
2 years in Human Resources

EDUCATION:
Bachelor’s of Arts
FIELD OF STUDY:



Undergrad was in Global Business and pursing my Master’s
in Industrial Organizational Psychology
MY FAVORITE ANIMAL:
Dogs hands down, but I love all animals.

MY FAVORITE FOOD: Peruvian..but I’m bias :)

TO RELAX I:
Go for a run, read, spend time with my loved ones, and take
naps. :)

MY PASSIONS IN LIFE ARE:
To help people in any capacity. I also would like to check off
more places on my Bucket List! Ireland/Scotland are next!

ALL STAR SHOUTOUTS

There's always room for a shoutout! Please take a moment to reply to this email the next
time you want to recognize a fellow employee for a job well done!

June Moetului
I want to give a shout out to June Moetului. June welcomes the challenge of innovation at
Love 2 Learn like a mermaid swimming in the sea. We love the professionalism, grace
and fun loving energy she brings to our L2L Family. -- Renee Keisman

Alexandra Mateu-Martin
I wanted to give a shout-out to Alexandra Mateu-Martin, one of our amazing SLPs. She
has been extremely flexible and stepping-up to do lots of extra coverage this past month
with a smile on her face and with enthusiasm!! Her giving personality and sense of
teamwork is much appreciated. -- Ariana LeBrun

Laura Lozano and Wynnette Sanchez.
I want to give a shout out to two of our clinical leaders who have gone out of their comfort
zones to pave the trails in two new regions for Love 2 Learn, Laura Lozano and
Wynnette Sanchez.

Laura, thank you for venturing into the Inland Empire, building a client base, developing
a relationship with IEHP and taking the reins in supervising those new cases, supporting
your staff and even doing the scheduling! You are embodying the entrepreneurial spirit
of starting a new region and even continuing to support our Orange County clients when
need arises! You rock and we appreciate you! -- Isaac Bermudez

Wynn, I also wanted to give a shout out to you for the building of our North San Diego
client base and enduring our many conversations that have been out of the “comfort
zone”. You have adapted to the needs of your area like a champ and are currently
working hard to support more families in San Diego. Keep rowing and growing! Team
work DOES make the dream work!!! -- Isaac Bermudez

Michaela S., Miki P., Delmy, Melyssa, Abigail, and Serenia.
I’d like to give a shoutout to all my supervisors: Michaela S., Miki P., Delmy, Melyssa,
Abigail, and Serenia. Not only did they help me grow as a therapist, but they also put
themselves out there to become available whenever I needed them outside of work
hours. Their leadership has given me a lot of perspective as to how to handle the most
difficult cases, and I’m happy to be a part of their team. Thank you all for all that you do



and I hope my brief commentary reinforced you to continue being such awesome
supervisors.
-- Jerry Hurtado, BA, BCAT

Singel Vang and Fiorella Hurtado
I want to give a shout out to Singel Vang and Fiorella Hurtado for stepping up to assist
with our funding source audits. Their assistance with these projects allows us to extract
information faster and easier allowing the company to run more efficiently. Your hard
work is always appreciated. -- Alexis Dreyer

Ana Reyna, Rosie and Obie Leija
Ana Reyna for always going above and beyond in scheduling and responding to staff
questions promptly!

Rosie and Obie for being exceptional role models and for always going above and
beyond to help staff and answer any questions they may have. Also, always encouraging
BI/PC to learn and grow! –Ivana Valenzuela

BI’s: Magali, Jose Torres, and Monty Shaw. 

Magali always goes above and beyond expectations and is consistently providing quality
services to our families. She is so positive and upbeat, she is a huge reinforcer to all
those around her!
Jose is a super star in so many ways. He is creative, thinks outside the box, and is the
epitome of a lead BI. I know I can count on Jose to take the lead and to immediately
inform me of issues if they arise. He is an amazing team player!
Monty has grown tremendously since he started at Love 2 Learn. I so love and admire
the way he has incorporated his talents to his work and can’t wait to see what else he
does in the future! He is driven, hard working and so reinforcing to our clients and
families.
This is just my short list as there are so many wonderful people I get the pleasure of
working with, but these three super stars had an overdue shout out! -- Marlee

UPCOMING EVENTS

Summer Party - Sneak Peak - June 23rd from 5:00PM to 8:00PM

Mark your calendars for our 10th Annual Summer Celebration you won’t want to miss.
Located at the Hotel Maya in beautiful Long Beach we will be enjoying a live band and

delicious food surrounded by our friends and family!

Please join us to celebrate!



Parent Workshop | Saturday, June 2nd, 10AM - 12PM
Parenting SOS

Self-Advocacy & Managing the Every Day
Stress of Special Needs Parenting

Inform parents of this interactive workshop: Focus on how to best understand parent’s
needs and strategies to best work with you, as their child’s service provider, and

teachers in order to best meet the individual needs of the child and family.

RSVP HERE

Speaker Series | Friday, June 8th, 10:30-12:30 PM
Where Autism Meets Anxiety: Keeping ABA on Track

Has your Learner’s progress been hampered by Anxiety? Up to 80% of children with
Autism Spectrum Disorder experience anxiety, with Social Phobia, Generalized Anxiety
Disorder, Obsessive/Compulsive Disorder and Separation Anxiety topping the list.

Melyssa Zive, LCSW, has been working with dually diagnosed children (ASD/Anxiety)
since 2007 and will present effective strategies to address anxiety while keeping the ABA
treatment plan progressing. Among other things, attendees will learn:

1. How to identify key indicators of an underlying Anxiety Disorder
2. How anxiety impacts working memory
3. Effective accommodation strategies for children with ASD and Anxiety
4. Scope of Practice Guidelines, and when a mental health referral is warranted

Along with Co-presenter Tricia Wilkinson, BCBA, Melyssa will share important guidelines
and
strategies for working within this intersection between ABA, Autism, and Anxiety.

https://www.l2lconsulting.com/events/parent-workshop-parenting-sos


2 Type 2 CEUs hours optional

RSVP HERE

Science Experiments| 12:00-2:00 PM
Summer- June 11- Aug 9 (10-weeks)

Mix, measure, mold and build!

Young Scientists is a group that will focus on social skills development while creating and
engaging in fun and exciting experiments.They will making volcanos, slime, crystal

seashells, balloons and baking soda...Let’s get those safety goggles ready!

For registration, e-mail Melyssa Zive at melyssa@love2learnconsulting.com.

MAY BIRTHDAYS

Courtney
Yagerman  5/30         
Crystal Hicks-Webb    5/17 
Hilary Wylam      5/17
Hillary Crow            5/3
Jessica Alcocer    5/20

Jonathan Moses  5/21
Kristina Pedraza    5/2
Maria Thach         5/25
Melyssa Zive    5/28
Nicole Rodrigues   5/19
Patrick Nicolas     5/27

Terry Wellbaum    5/3
Vashti Nettles         5/14
Ana Equihua Tenorio 5/27
Arlene Carranza       5/19
Sirenia Gonzalez         5/12
Kayla Navarro    5/29

MAY WORK ANNIVERSARIES

Aimee Filipponi,  8 yrs
Andres Gutierrez Calva, 3 yrs

Angelene Cirera, 3 yrs
Carlos Mendez, 1 yr
Edith Umana, 1 yr
Hillary Crow. 1 yr

Isaac Bermudez, 6 yrs
Thuan Tran, 2 yrs

Jackelyn Torres, 3 yrs
Jennifer Gaine, 1 yr
Kathleen Kaing, 1 yr

Magali Jimenez,   2 yrs
Maria Thach,         1 yr

Patricia Wilkinson,   7 yrs
Sharon Shin,          1 yr

Shervien Kazemian,    3 yrs
Yumiko Hernandez,1 yr

LOVE 2 LEARN

STAY CONNECTED

https://www.l2lconsulting.com/events/ceu-speaker-series-where-autism-meets-anxiety
mailto:melyssa@love2learnconsulting.com


     

https://www.facebook.com/Love2LearnConsulting/
https://twitter.com/L2LTherapies
https://www.instagram.com/love2learn_hb/

